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DISORIENTED NETWORK

choreographer: shawnee swann
music: “sandpaper” by moby and “car skid and crash” by sound effects library (music has been edited)
performers: clara baker, wynter brown, deborah de farias, cheyanne ibarra, addison johnson, and emily lowke

costume design: mallory prucha
lighting designer: christopher rogers
sound recording: seth warren-crow
sound editing: shawnee swann
props: rebecca taylor

INNERBLOOM

choreographer: paige barger
music: “small moments” by above & beyond; “angel” by illenium (featuring robin williams); “lonely” by Illenium (music has been edited)
performers: delaney ellis, lupe garcia, rachael jones, lynsey livingston, samantha mansel, and taylor renfroe

costume design: katherine davis
lighting designer: eric maese
sound editing: paige barger
props: paige barger

CONVERGENCE

choreographer: karson hood
music: “fragen” by pole; “hypertension” by nicholas britell; “the middle of the world” by nicholas britell (music has been edited)
performers: madison chandler, kamrye collins, lindsey couvillon, karson hood (understudy), addison johnson, emily lowke, sydney rood, and anna rubio

costume design: katherine davis
lighting designer: christopher rogers
sound editing: karson hood

HAPTIC PERCEPTIONS

choreographer: rachel greim
music: “doria” by ólafur arnalds; “hearing” by sleeping at last; (music has been edited)
performers: wynter brown, jessica garcia, shantel hollins, alyssa lebron, samantha mansel, chloe martinez, mekenzie thornton, and lauren voigt

costume design: mallory prucha
lighting designer: eric maese
sound editing: callie watson

- 10-minute intermission -
INVISIBLE WOUNDS
choreographer: genevie peterson
music: “I won’t complain” by benjamin clementine; audio from “sandy hook: five years later” by NowThisNews; “virginia tech victim returns to campus 12 years after being shot” by TODAY originals; “columbine survivor returns to the massacre scene | where are they now” by oprah winfrey network; “parkland student maia hebron on survivor’s guilt: it’s unreal...to keep on living” by peopleTV (music/audio is edited)
performers: deborah de farias*, illeana garcia (understudy), lupe garcia**, isaiah d. hernandez*, amanda may*, and avery whaling
costume design: elizabeth campbell§
lighting designer: eric maese§
sound editing: callie watson

EURYTHMIC DIVERGENCY
choreographer: destanie davidson*
music: “awaken” by damien escobar (music has been edited)
performers: wynter brown, hannah hernandez (understudy), shantel hollins (understudy), addison johnson*, sarah minjarez*, sydney rood***, anna rubio***, and marcus thomas! (understudy)
costume design: katherine davis
lighting designer: christopher rogers§
sound editing: callie watson

STRIPPED
choreographer: isabella gonzales*
music: “elementary school playground ambiance” by sound effects factory; “weightless” by alaskan tapes (feat. chantal); “speechless” written by kyra lee and performed by alexa teleki; “masks” written by lenny dean and performed by alexa teleki (music has been edited)
performers: alexa garcia*, mackenzie hammonds*, sarah minjarez*, hannah verret, and molly white
costume design: mallory prucha
lighting designer: christopher rogers§
sound recording: seth warren-crow
sound editing: isabella gonzales*, callie watson

SIT AT THE TABLE
choreographer: bailey thames**
music: “why we have too few women leaders” TEDtalk by sheryl sandberg; “innerbloom” by RÜFÜS DU SOL (music has been edited)
performers: kathryn gage, ryanne lewis*, emily lowke*, chloe martinez, amanda may*, berkley stone*, and erica wehrle*
costume design: mallory prucha
lighting designer: christopher rogers§
sound editing: callie watson
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* Member of Chi Tau Epsilon (XTE)
^ Member of University Dance Company (UDC)
# Member of Dancers with Soul (DWS)
+ Member of Above All Odds (A2O)
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% Talkington College of Visual and Performing Arts Ambassador
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$ Member of United States Institute for Technical Theatre (USITT)